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Abstract
In this work we propose a new type of thin-walled energy absorbed structure with hollow columns
that possesses a design inspired by the beetle elytra. The failure mode of the bionic thin-walled
structures is firstly discussed by developing a theoretical model. The energy absorption properties
of these bio-inspired multi-call thin-walled structures have been then investigated using nonlinear
finite element simulations. The values of the specific energy absorption and the crushing force
effectiveness have been evaluated for different structures with parametrized column nested
configurations. Dynamic impact simulations of multi-cell tubes with different columns nested
modes, wall thickness and impact angles have been performed and the results discussed.
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1. Introduction
Thin-walled structures have been recently widely used to design airframe and vehicles
components due to their remarkable lightweight performance and energy absorption
characteristics [1] [2]. Several attempts have been carried out to investigate thin-walled structures
in different loading conditions through experiments [3-4], theoretical studies[5-6] and
simulations [7-9]. Aluminum alloys have been extensively used to design thin-walled tubes of
various shapes because of their good mechanical properties and relatively low processing
costs[10-13]. Wang[14] has discussed the development of different geometric configurations of
thin-walled structures based on honeycomb configurations. His work has shown that these
lightweight structures feature desirable properties, but also need further experimental and
simulation work to complete their characterization under quasi-static and crushing load. The
mechanical behavior of thin-walled multi-cell tubes combined within vertex-based hierarchical
configurations has also been analyzed from a theoretical and numerical perspective [15-16]. The
lateral crushing and energy absorption properties of thin-walled structures under different
parameters have also been studied under quasi-static experimental and simulation tests[17-18].
Besides employing aluminum alloy, carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) has also been adopted
to design thin-walled structures[19-21]. Compression experiments of thin-walled CFRP
structures have shown that these structural elements are excellent lightweight absorbers. Foam
filled thin-walled structures also play an important role in the field of energy absorption due to the
mechanical properties of the foam and the interaction between the foam and the confining
shell[22-24]. Finite Elements have also been used to compare the mechanical characteristics and
energy absorption efficiency of empty and foam filled tubes, with a general satisfactory agreement
observed between simulations and experimental results [25-27]. A type of novel thin-walled
structure inspired by the topology of the bamboo stem features a peculiar rib shape and number of
ribs. This thin-walled structure has shown some very interesting characteristics in terms of energy
absorption under axial crushing[28-29]. Multi-objective optimization has also been used to
design parametric configurations of this type of thin-walled structure[30-31].
Although the design and investigation of the mechanics of thin-walled structures has been
quite popular in recent years, a relatively less explored field is the development of bionic
lightweight structures. From the 4D printing of structural elements designed from bio-inspired

botanical systems[32] to the design of micro air vehicles biomimicking the fruit fly[33], nature
has had a profound impact on the development of modern science and technology. In addition to
theoretical and experimental activities[34], finite element simulation has been widely used to
explore the mechanical characteristics of bionic structures [35-38]. The work of Naleway et al
has classified eight topologies of structures inspired by biological materials: the cellular, fibrous,
helical, tubular, gradient, suture, overlapping and layered configurations[39]. The beetle’s elytra
protect its hindwing and body from potential outside damage by limiting the transfer of external
loads. The hollow honeycomb-like thin-walled structure exists in the internal structure of the
elytra, in which there are circular hollow columns (Fig. 1)[40-41]. Although internal structures of
beetle elytra possess unique internal configurations, little work [42-43] has been performed to
develop thin-walled structures inspired by beetle elytra for energy absorption structural elements.
This study focuses on new types of energy absorbing structures that possess configurations
inspired by the beetle elytra. The energy absorption mechanism of these bionic thin-walled
structures is first discussed theoretically, and then further investigated by numerical simulations
representing axial impact loading. The values of the specific energy absorptions and crushing
forces effectiveness of all the new thin-walled structures have been calculated, also considering
different column nested methods. Dynamic impact simulations of multi-cell tubes with different
nested columns modes, wall thicknesses and impact angles have been also performed and
discussed to offer a broader view of the general impact absorption properties of these bionic
structures.

Fig.1 Multi-cell thin-walled tube with tubular inspired by internal structure of beetle elytra: (a) beetle; (b)
cross-sectional internal structure of beetle elytra [40]; (c) the multi-cell unit (d) bionic multi-cell thin-walled
structure.

2. Multi-cell configurations and Finite Element Models
An effective way to benchmark the energy absorption performance of different structural
elements is to use appropriate metrics. The two most important indicators in crashworthiness and
energy absorption performance of structures are the specific energy absorption and the crash load

coefficient [44]. Specific energy absorption (SEA) is used to quantify the energy absorbed by the
structure per unit mass, and it is defined as the ration between the total energy (EA) absorbed to
the total mass structure (M):
SEA =
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'
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The crash load efficiency (CLE) denotes the ratio of the mean crushing force (MCF) to the peak
force (MIF):
CLE =

'*+
',+

× 100%

(2)

The bionic multi-cell thin-walled structure proposed in this work is shown in Fig. 2, and it
can be divided into four types according to the configuration of the baseline structures. A visual
inspection of Fig. 1 makes it clear that the cellular configuration of the elytra is composed by a
hierarchical assembly of larger and smaller tubes; the biomimetic cellular topology investigated in
this work follows similar patterns of tubes with different diameters. All the cross-sections of the
inner tubes are circular and fixed in size. The outer tubes are divided into circular, and
quadrilateral, hexagonal and octagonal regular hollow prisms. The inner tube and the outer tube
are connected by thin-walled (shear wall) structures. We evaluate in this work five different
assemblies of hollow columns (Fig.2). To benchmark the energy absorption of these different
structures, we have considered a fixed total height (200 mm), a constant diameter (50 mm) of the
inner tube, and the wall thickness t as a design variable.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional configurations of the bionic multi-cells tubular thin-walled structures investigated in this
work.

Aluminum alloy AA6063 T6 is adopted here as the material composing all the bionic

thin-walled structures. The density of the aluminum alloy AA6063 T6

2.7×103 kg/m3, the

Poisson’s ratio is 0.3, initial yield stress is 162 MPa, and the Young’s modulus is 68.2 GPa [45].
The bionic thin-walled structure is modeled using shell elements (61409 nodes) from the
preprocessing Hypermesh 12.0, with the material parameters imported in LS-DYNA 971.
Aluminum alloy AA6063 T6 shows small strain rate sensitivity[46].
The baseline Finite element model with boundary conditions used in this work is shown in
Fig.3. The bottom of the thin-walled tube is fixed to the bottom plate. To simplify the calculations
and save computing time the impactor is represented as a rigid body. The impactor has an initial
velocity v of 10 m/s and mass m of 500 kg. Automatic contact setup is adopted to simulate the
contact occurring between the tubular walls during crushing. A point-to-surface model is
employed to describe the contact happening between the multi-cell thin-walled structure and the
rigid wall. The coefficients of dynamic and static frictions are 0.15 and 0.13, respectively[47].
Material failure of the aluminum alloy tube in this work is neglected [48].

Fig. 3. Boundary conditions used for the finite element model simulations.

The CATIA V5R20 software is used to build the solid model of multi-cell thin-walled
structures, while Hypermesh is adopted as the pre-processor to set the boundary conditions during
the impact crushing, including material properties, constraint conditions and rigid wall. The
explicit nonlinear finite element software LS-DYNA is used to calculate the energy absorption
characteristic of thin-walled structure. For a convergence study, five different mesh densities
ranging from 1.5 mm to 3.5 mm of dimensions for the shell elements have been evaluated. The
curves representing the crushing force of the thin-walled tubes versus top displacement for the five

mesh densities are shown in Fig. 4. Meshes with element sizes of 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm show very
little discrepancy and both possess sufficient accuracy for the estimation of the crushing force. The
average CPU times for these above simulations are 3.5 hours. To reduce the computation times, a
mesh size of 2.0 mm is adopted for the finite element simulations in this work.

Fig. 4. Crushing force versus displacement of multi-cells tubes with different mesh sizes.

To benchmark the model, we have reproduced the experimental results obtained by Lee et al.
[49] on thin-walled square tubes under crushing. The experimental tube is made of Al 6063 alloy.
The length and weight of the tube are 200 mm and 40 kg, respectively. The velocity of the
impactor in Lee et al’s work is 7.02 m/s. The numerical results obtained by our model reproducing
the experimental conditions of [49] are compared with the test ones in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows
that the numerical crushing force versus displacement agrees well with the one from the
experiments, in particular in terms of peak force and sequence of the collapsing modes. In addition,
the global crushing mode predicted by the numerical simulation matches well with the
experimental one (Fig. 6). One could therefore argue that the finite element methodology adopted
in this work is able to calculate the energy absorption properties of thin-walled structures with a
good fidelity.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the force versus displacement between experimental and numerical results.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the deformation patterns of the thin-walled square hollow tube given by the experimental
and numerical results.

3. Theoretical study
The theoretical model developed to predict the mechanical properties of thin-walled
structures under impact loading is based on the adoption of the Super Folding Element method
[50-51]. Following this approach, the mean (average) crushing force Pm can be expressed by
8 ;

P2 = 13.06σ6 b 9 t 9

(3)

Where 𝜎6 is the flow stress, t is the thickness of the thin-walled structure and b is the width of the
cross-section. When the thin-walled structure is deformed under an impact load, a wave
propagation is triggered. The half wavelength can be calculated as:
9 8

H = 1.276b @ t 9

(4)

The material’s flow stress can be considered as equivalent stress [49]
CD CE

σ6 = B FGH

(5)

Where 𝜎I and 𝜎J are the yield and ultimate stresses, respectively. The index n is the exponent

of the power law.
The deformation mechanisms occurring during the crushing can be represented into
deformation elements and bending lines. The equilibrium for one wavelength in the folding can
be written as
P2 × 2H = UL + U2

(6)

Where 𝑈O and 𝑈P denote, respectively, bending the energy and the membrane energy
associated to one wavelength. The membrane energy 𝑈P can be expressed as:
F

U2 = ∫V σ6 tds = U σ6 tHU = 2M6
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Z

The bending energy 𝑈O can be calculated as:
UL = ∑_]`F M6 θ] c

(8)

Where 𝜃b denotes the rotation angle of the ith hinge line. Because the angles 𝜃b for all the
c

c

hinge lines are U , π and U , the term 𝑈O can be calculated as:
UL = 2πM6 c

(9)

The crushing force 𝑃P can be therefore expressed as:
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Compared to a theoretical wavelength, the effective crushing distance is however reduced [48].
Eq. (8) could be modified as:
fg
'h
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If N contributing flanges are present in a thin-walled structure the crushing force 𝑃P can be
expressed as:
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Where l denotes the total length of the thin walls of the cross-section. Further mathematical
manipulation leads to the force 𝑃P being finally expressed as:
U

P2 = _ σ6 t√πNA

(13)

Where A is the cross-sectional area of material. As examples of the application of Eq. (13), the
mean crushing force associated to the configurations C-#1 and type D-#1 can be calculated as:
9

P2 (C#1) = 172.96σ6 t @ (N=36, A=595.46t)

(14)

9

P2 (D#1) = 209.63σ6 t @

(15)

4. Numerical study
4.1. Effect of column nested method
Table 1. Data related to every configuration evaluated with different column nested methods
No.

Structure

Mass(kg)

PCF(kN)

Pm(kN)

EA(kJ)

SEA(kJ/kg)

CFE(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Type A *
Type A #1
Type A #2
Type A #3
Type A #4
Type A #5
Type B *
Type B #1
Type B #2
Type B #3
Type B #4
Type B #5
Type C *
Type C #1
Type C #2
Type C #3
Type C #4
Type C #5
Type D *
Type D #1
Type D #2
Type D #3
Type D #4
Type D #5

0.1269
0.2295
0.2538
0.2619
0.2565
0.3132
0.1134
0.2106
0.2376
0.2457
0.2430
0.2997
0.1215
0.2430
0.2808
0.2916
0.2808
0.3672
0.1242
0.2646
0.3132
0.3294
0.3159
0.4320

70.86
123.61
136.26
140.09
135.25
161.96
59.80
109.86
123.34
127.57
127.73
156.15
62.21
126.71
145.43
152.38
147.33
189.28
63.46
138.91
163.02
172.14
166.08
220.98

22.38
49.34
65.55
70.15
66.68
99.78
15.27
42.56
57.86
65.66
61.31
94.29
17.56
52.49
75.52
84.78
79.07
126.74
18.04
58.22
90.21
100.33
97.54
161.52

2.52
5.78
7.65
8.24
7.68
11.58
1.74
4.90
6.67
7.59
7.09
10.98
1.99
6.09
8.76
9.85
9.23
14.86
2.07
6.72
10.47
11.60
11.33
19.14

19.86
25.19
30.14
31.46
29.94
36.97
15.34
23.27
28.07
30.89
29.18
36.64
16.38
25.06
31.20
33.78
32.87
40.47
16.67
25.40
33.43
35.22
35.87
44.31

31.58
39.92
48.11
50.07
49.30
61.61
25.54
38.74
46.91
51.47
48.00
60.38
28.23
41.43
51.93
55.64
53.67
66.96
28.43
41.91
55.34
58.28
58.73
73.09

* configurations with no filling material or nested mode.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Crashworthiness data of the bionic thin-walled structures with different cross-sectional configurations and
nested style: (a) SEA values; (b) CFE values.

Tab.1 shows the data of energy absorption properties of all type structures with different
nested column. Apparently, the configurations without nested mode show some poor energy
absorption capabilities compared to the structure with the nested topology. Fig.7 shows the
specific energy absorption and crushing force efficiency of four configurations with different
nested modes. Configuration #5 (which corresponds to the largest tube nested) has the highest
value of specific energy absorption among the same type of structures. The values of specific
energy absorptions for configurations with nested tubes #2，#3 and #4 in the four types of
structures are however similar. For the A, B and C types the specific energy absorption with the
internal architecture #3 is slightly higher than those related to #2 and #4. The internal nested tubes
architecture #1 has the lowest specific energy absorption value and it is significantly lower than
other structures with different internal architectures. The distribution of the crushing efficiency of
the various structures is also quite similar to the one of the SEA values. The crushing efficiency of
the configurations with the internal architecture #5 is the highest, with the internal arrangement #1
providing the lowest CLE.

(a)

(b)

Fig.8. Crushing performance of the bionic structures with octagonal cross-sections with different columns
arrangements: (a) absorbed energy versus displacement; (b) crushing force versus displacement.

The energy absorption and crushing force versus displacement diagrams of the regular
octagonal structures for the five types of internal colums arrangements are shown in Fig.8. From
Fig.8 (a), it can be seen that the trends of energy absorption of octagonal structure with different
nested modes of column are relatively stable. At the beginning of collision, the energy absorption
curve of the structure with #5 nested method appeared obviously increase, and always higher than

other curves in the whole process, while the energy absorption curve of #1 structure is lower than
other curves in the whole process. The trend of other three curves are relatively similar, and the
energy absorption curve of structure with #2 nested method is slightly high than that of other
structures. Fig.8 (b) is the crushing force displacement history diagram of octagonal structures
filled with various hollow columns. It can be seen from the figure that all structures presents
multiple peaks during the impact loading, which indicates that many folds occurred during the
collision and the energy absorbed by structure is more sufficient. The energy absorption curve
shows a satisfactory consistent result compared to that of Fig.8 (a) that the crushing force curve of
structure with #5 nested method is higher than that of other structures, while the crushing force
curve of structure with #1 nested method is significantly lower than that of other structures.
4.2. Effect of the outer wall configurations

(a)

(b)

Fig.9. Crushing performance of different cross-sections of bionic structures with columns:(a) absorbed energy
versus displacement curves; (b) crushing force versus displacement curves.

The energy absorption curves and crushing force displacement history diagrams of four kinds
of bionic thin-walled structures filled with #5 nested mode was shown in Fig.9. Fig.9 (a) shows
that the trends of energy absorption curves of the structures are relatively stable. The energy
absorbed by octagonal structure are highest between the other three kinds of structures, followed
by the hexagonal structure. The energy absorption curves of circular and quadrilateral structures
are the lowest and the energy absorption values are close to each other. It can be seen from the
Fig.9 (b) that the crushing force versus displacement curves of structures with #5 column nested
mode. The curve of octagonal structure is higher than that of other structures, the curve of
hexagon is at the second highest position, and the curves of the other two structures are relatively

close. This is consistent with the trend of energy absorption of each structure in Fig.9(a).

Fig.10. Cross-sectional deformation diagrams of different structures under impact loading: (a) circle; (b)
quadrangle; (c) hexagon; (d) octagon.

The cross-sectional diagram of four types of structures with #5 column nested mode and
crushing displacement of 120 mm are shown in Fig.10. The left column represents the
cross-section of the structure under crushing force, which is set as the white transparent part in the
right and the red part in the left. The yellow curve in the right column represents the irregular
shape of the thin-walled configuration formed by folds under impact load. As it can be observed
from the graph, the yellow curve in the cross-section of circular structure assumes a more
symmetrical shape than other configurations, and the folds of the hexagonal and octagonal
cross-sections have a more chaotic distribution.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig.11. Crashworthiness data of the bionic thin-walled structures with different thickness: (a) SEA values; (b) CFE
values; (c) PCF values.

The specific energy absorption, crushing efficiency and maximum crushing force peak of the
four types of structures with the #5 column nested type and different thicknesses are shown in
Fig.11. The behavior of the energy absorbed by the structures with a wall thickness of 0.5 mm and
1.0 mm are all ralatively similar (Fig. 11(b)); the order of the structures with decreasing energy
absorption characteristics is the octagonal, hexagonal, circular and quadrilateral. When the wall
thinkness is 1.5 mm the above sequence of configurations is changed (hexagonal, circular,
octagonal and quadrilateral). When the wall thickness is 2.0mm, the SEA value of the octagonal
structure is significantly reduced, followed by the one of the hexagonal configuration. As shown in
Fig.11(b), the distribution of the SEA with wall thickness of 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm is very
similar to the one shown in Fig. 11(a). When the wall thickness is 2.0 mm the specific energy
absorptions of octagonal and hexagonal structures are highest, while SEA values belonging to
circular and quadrilateral structures are the the lowest for all the cases considered. The maximum
crushing force of the quadrilateral structure is the lowest for all the different wall thickness values
considered, followed then by the circular configuration (Fig. 11(c)). The peak crushing force value
of the octagonal structure with different wall thickness is the highest, followed by the one of the
hexagonal structure. With the increase of the wall thickness the difference between the
quadrilateral and circular configurations is increasing. For a 0.5 mm displacement the difference
of the maximum peak values between the octagonal and the quadrilateral structures is no more
than 30 kN. For a 2.0 mm displacement that difference is however close to 200 kN. The
variation of the wall thickness has a significant impact on the SEA values, maximum crushing

force and CFE values for all the different configurations of the bionic thin-walled structures
considered in this work.
4.3. Effect of the impact angle

(a)

(b)

Fig.12. Crushing performance of the bionic structures with different impact angles:(a) absorbed energy versus
displacement curves; (b) crushing force versus displacement curves.

The energy absorption characteristics of the octagonal cross-section thin-walled structures
with different impact angles are shown in Fig.12. The inclination angle is varied from 0o to 20o
with a step of 5 degrees by changing the angle of the rigid plate. The simulations are carried out
with normal displacements from 0 mm to 120 mm. The energy absorption of thin-walled structure
in different inclination angles increases steadily during the impact process (Fig. 12(b)). The
growth rate of the structure is stable at different impact angles, and the energy absorption of the
configurations decreases with the increase of the impact angles when crushing from 0 mm to 60
mm. A softening of the growth rate is observed for angles between 5 and 15 degrees. Although the
trends related to the energy absorption of the configuration with the five values of inclination
angles are different from each other, the distribution of the total energy absorbed follows a
constant pattern. At 120 mm of displacement the energy absorbed by the structures between 0 and
5 degrees are 19kJ and 14kJ, respectively; when the angles are increased to 10o and 20o the
energies absorbed are now between 5 kJ and 10 kJ. Overall, the energy absorbed by the structure
is reduced by a factor of four times when the inclination angle changes from 0o to 20o. The
softening of the rate of increase of the energy absorbed versus the displacement is accelerated for
the highest impact angles.

Fig.13. Time histories of the cross-sectional deformation of the bionic structures at different impact angles: (a)0°;
(b) 5°; (c) 10°; (d) 15°; (e) 20°.

Fig.12(b) shows the crushing force-displacement curves of the structures at different impact
angles. The first peak happens at later stages with the increase of the impact angle; the first peak
with impact at 0 degrees occurs almost at the beginning, while for a 20o impact the same peak
occurs at 40 mm of displacement. The intensity of the peak also decreases gradually with the
increase of the impact angle, from about 230 kN at 0 degrees to 100 kN at 20o. With the 0o impact
a series of multiple peaks is present, and that shows that the deformation of the structure is more
effective and the impact energy is better absorbed better than in the other impact angle cases. For
the impact angle of 5 degrees one can observe that the deformation of structure is less pronounced
after the first peak, and the energy absorbed has a significant decline. In that particular case almost
no fluctuations are evident, and that is a sign that the structure almost no longer produces
deformations and loses the ability to absorb energy.

The patterns of the deformations of the cross-sections of the structures at different inclination
angles and at different instants during the impact (3ms, 6ms, 9ms and 12ms) are shown in Fig.13.
When the impact angle is 0 degrees the cross section of the thin-walled structure is obviously
folded due to the presence of impact loads with increasing crushing displacements. This shows
that the structure absorbs a significant portion of impact energy through deformation. When the
inclination angle is 5° both the number and the amplitude of the folds are reduced, and the energy
absorption performance of the structures is weakened. When the inclination angle is between 10o
and 20o the deformation of the structure is reduced and the deterioration of the energy absorption
characteristics becomes more and more obvious with the increase of the inclination angle.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a type of multi-cell thin-walled energy absorbing structure inspired by the
internal structure of the beetle elytra has been proposed. A super folding element method has also
been developed to investigate the mechanical properties of these thin-walled structures under
impact and their mode of energy absorption. The validity of the method has been verified by
comparing against experimental results and finite element simulations of different mesh sizes. The
specific energy absorption and crushing force effectiveness for all the structures considered in this
work (and made by aluminum alloy) were calculated by using nonlinear finite element models in
LS-DYNA. The following main conclusions that can be ascertained from this work are:
1. The energy absorption behaviour of the nested columns with hexagonal configuration with
different nested modes of columns is fairly constant across the different geometries. At the
beginning of impact the energy absorption curve of the topology #5 is always larger than the one
of the other structures at the same instant of loading. All the hexagonal structures feature multiple
peaks during the impact that indicate the presence of several folds and an adequate energy
absorbtion capability.
2. The specific energy absorption, crushing efficiency and maximum crushing force peak of
the four types of structures with #5 column nested configuration and different wall thickness have
show some common patterns. The energy absorbed by the structures with the wall thickness
between 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm is ralatively similar. When the wall thickness is 1.5 mm the highest
absorbed energy is the one related to the hexagonal configuration, followed by the circular,

octagonal and quadrilateral ones. When wall thickness is 2.0 mm, the specific energy absorption
values of the octagonal and hexagonal structures are the highest, while the SEA values for circular
and quadrilateral configuratios are the lowest. The maximum crushing force of the quadrilateral
structure is the lowest, whichever thickness value is considered. The octagonal structure features
the highest peak crushing force. With the increase of thickness, the difference between the
quadrilateral and circular configurations is increasing. The variation of the wall thickness plays an
important role on determining the SEA, maximum crushing force and CFE values.
3. The inclination angle has a significant impact on the energy absorption properties of bionic
thin-walled structures. When the configuration is subjected to axial impact loading, all the
structures developed in this work show a satisfactory performance. When the impact angle
gradually increases from 0 to 5 degrees the rate of the energy absorption versus crushing
displacement is lower; with further increases of the impact angle the decrease of the same rate
accelerates rapidly.
The bionic thin-walled configurations proposed in this work show some promise as
high-performance energy absorbers. The beetle elytra is a source of bioinspiration for mechanical
designers, and this work proposes a contribution to the biomimicking of this interesting biological
configuration for high-end mechanical applications.
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